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Welcome to the workshop!

Here’s how we can have a great time together:

● Please read and respect our Friendly Space Policy: w.wiki/5Fsc 

● This workshop is recorded on Youtube

● People who signed up as active participants can turn on 
their microphone and camera - however, please keep 
your microphone muted when you’re not speaking

● Everyone can ask questions & add comments 
in the chat (make sure you select “to everyone”)

● Feel free to join the Celtic Knot Telegram groups: w.wiki/5NZk 

https://w.wiki/5Fsc
https://w.wiki/5FqK


Agenda

● Why do we need properties labels in various languages 
on Wikidata? (25min)

● Q&A (10min)

● Your list of languages (15min)

● Your personalized task list (20min)

● Let’s translate! (45min)

● Conclusion & how to stay in touch (5min)



What is Wikidata and how is it used on other wikis?

Wikidata is …

❏ Free (CC0)
❏ Collaborative
❏ Multilingual
❏ secondary database
❏ collecting structured data
❏ to provide support for Wikipedia
❏ the other Wikimedia wikis
❏ and to anyone in the world



How is Wikidata used in other Wikimedia wikis?

● Wikidata fed infoboxes on Wikipedia
● Maps and graphs
● Mapping work on a subject
● Visualisations

Example of a Wikidata powered infobox on Dagbani Wikipedia



… displayed on wikis using various methods

Parser functions or Lua modules.e.g inserting the parser function
{{#statements:image|from=Q42}} in a wikipage page will display

Access the page Special:Version to 
check is these functionalities are activated 
on your wiki.

Cc-by-sa-2.0 File:Douglas adams portrait cropped.jpg



Why do we need properties labeled in 
various languages on Wikidata?



Why translating properties is important 

● For speakers of specific language to better understand properties

● Enables editors and users to relate well with Wikidata

● Improves databox (eg https://dag.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Rawlings)

● Improves lexicographical data 

(eg https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Lexeme:L307875 )

● Satisfy the multi-lingual bit of Wikidata

https://dag.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Rawlings
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Lexeme:L307875








Rules and good practices of translating properties

● Go for proper meaning instead of a word-to-word translation

● Translation need to be as brief as possible

● Even translation might not be 100% accurate, try to achieve 
maximum accuracy.

● Stick to the main idea of the content

● As a community, come to a consensus as to how to translate 
controversial concepts (eg Solɔɣu for main page)



Challenges of translating properties

● Difficulty in translating some technical or unfamiliar terms.  

● In some languages, certain terms may be completely absent.

● Language structure difference. 

● New editors or users may not be familiar with certain translations

● Words with Several Meanings. Eg property, statement, conflict



Q&A: feel free to ask questions 
in the chat



Let’s get started!



Get your personalized list of languages

● The Babelbox template on your userpage allows you to 
indicate the languages that you speak

● As a result, the Wikidata labels will be displayed with these 
languages on top



Get your personalized list of languages

1. Log in to your Wikimedia account
2. Add the following code somewhere on your user page and update 

it to match with your languages

{{#babel:en-5|dag-N|ha-2|tw-2}}

3. Save the page
4. Go to a property on Wikidata to see what languages are displayed

More info on Babelbox 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Userboxes#Babel





Please add your username on this etherpad 

w.wiki/5Hg5 

https://w.wiki/5Hg5


Get a list of properties to translate

How to know what properties to translate? Let’s look at a query of the 
most used properties that need a label in a specific language.

E.g. for the Dagbani language https://w.wiki/5MBL 

https://w.wiki/5MBL


Get a list of properties to translate

Now, you can get your own version of this query!

1. Go to this example query https://w.wiki/5MBL 

2. Replace the language code Dag by the one of your language

3. Run the query

4. Click on the links to open the properties pages

5. Add label in your language

6. Publish changes

https://w.wiki/5MBL


A query of properties that need labels in Dagbani



Query results



And now, let’s translate!





enter 
Label 
and in 
your 
langau
ge



Let’s do it!

Feel free to start adding labels to properties in your language, and 
reach out to us if you have questions!

If several people speak the same language: please work together :)

Active participants can unmute their microphone and share their 
screen, all participants can ask questions in the chat.



Wrap-up



Wrap-up

Don’t forget to add your username here: w.wiki/5Hg5 

To stay in touch with the participants, feel free to join 
the Celtic Knot Telegram groups: w.wiki/5FqK 

Don’t miss the last sessions of the Celtic Knot:

- Closing (16:00 UTC)
- Languages challenge! (16:30 UTC)

https://w.wiki/5Hg5
https://w.wiki/5FqK


Thanks for your 
attention!

Get in touch with us:
Musah Fuseini
musahfm@gmail.com
Twitter: @musahfuseini
Telegram: @Musahfm 

Galder Gonzalez
galder158@hotmail.com
User:Theklan

Mohammed Sadat
mohammed.abdulai@wikimedia.de
Twitter+Telegram: @masssly 

mailto:musahfm@gmail.com
mailto:galder158@hotmail.com
mailto:mohammed.abdulai@wikimedia.de

